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Abstract
Most of today’s dynamic analysis approaches are based
on method traces. However, in the case of objectorientation understanding program execution by analyzing
method traces is complicated because the behavior of a
program depends on the sharing and the transfer of object references (aliasing). We argue that trace-based dynamic analysis is at a too low level of abstraction for objectoriented systems. We propose a new approach that captures
the life cycle of objects by explicitly taking into account object aliasing and how aliases propagate during the execution of the program. In this paper, we present in detail our
new meta-model and discuss future tracks opened by it.

1

Introduction

Understanding an object-oriented system is not easy if
one relies only on static source code inspection [19]. Inheritance, and late-binding in particular, make a system hard
to understand. The dynamic semantics of self (or this) produces yo-yo effects when following sequences of method
calls [18]. Moreover, the method lookup depends on the
receiver which in turn varies depending on the transfer of
object references at runtime.
Dynamic analysis covers a number of techniques for analyzing information gathered while running the program
[2, 17]. Dynamic analysis was first used for procedural programs for applications such as debuggers [5] or program
analysis tools [15].
As object-oriented technology became more widespread, it was only natural that procedural analysis techniques were adapted to object-oriented languages. In this
context many dynamic analysis techniques focus on only
the execution trace as a sequence of message sends [11, 20,
1]. However, such approaches do not treat the characteristics of object-oriented models explicitly.
Although dynamic analysis has the potential to overcome limitations of static source code inspection, it is not
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without its own limits. We identify the characteristic of nonlocal effects in object-orientation which renders program
comprehension difficult and motivates a need for a dynamic
analysis at the level of objects.
Nonlocal effects are possible due to object aliasing,
which occurs when more than one reference to an object
exists at the same time [10]. Objects often are not shortlived but are passed as arguments or return values and hence
get aliased (or referenced) by multiple other objects. In this
way, object aliasing introduces nonlocal effects: an object
can be visible from different locations of the program at the
same time and hence, through side-effects, a message sent
to the object in one context can influence the behavior of the
object in another context.
These effects are hard to understand from method traces
alone because object aliasing and the transfer of aliases are
not explicit. Another area in which object aliasing complicates the understanding of program execution is debugging.
Although the debugger shows the current execution stack in
which the error occurred, it is often hard to find the actual
cause of the error because object references may have been
incorrectly set at some distant time in the past.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel metamodel of object-oriented program execution which explicitly represents object aliasing, the transfer of aliases and
the evolution of object state. We believe that such a model
opens new ways of understanding the dynamics of objectoriented systems. To illustrate our approach we present
three works in progress that are applications of our model
Outline. Section 2 discusses the object flow metamodel. Next we describe in Section 3 three example applications of our model. In Section 4 we describe the implementation of our prototype for obtaining the object flow
information. Section 5 reports on the state-of-the-art and
Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2

Representing the runtime space

We propose a novel model to capture how objects circulate or flow through a software system. Our model is intended to express the fact that an instance of a class can be
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Figure 1. The object flow meta-model

referenced from several places at once, and that those references can be passed around to create other references. To
capture this, we put at the center of our model the alias, as
an explicit reification of an object reference.
Figure 1 shows the class diagram of our model. To get
a complete picture of the system, we model the static part
(e.g., classes, methods, attributes), the execution part (i.e.,
instances and method activations) and we complement these
parts with aliases. In the following we detail the execution
model and its integration with aliases.
Activation. An activation in our model represents a
method execution. It holds the sender activation and the
method it executes. This is very similar to commonlyused dynamic analysis approaches. Depending on the usage, approaches additionally identify the receiver instance
for which a method is executed.
In our model, however, the receiver of an activation is the
alias through which the message is sent. The fact that an activation does not directly reference an instance but rather an
alias of this instance is an important property of our model.
Alias. We define an alias to be a first-class entity identifying a specific reference to an object in the analyzed program. An alias is created when:
•
•
•
•
•

an object is instantiated,
an object is stored in a field,
an object is stored in a local variable,
an object is passed as argument, and
an object is returned from a method execution.

Except for the very first alias which stems from the object instantiation primitive, an alias can only be created
from a previously existing alias, its ancestor. Based on
this relationship we can construct the flow of objects. The
flow shows where the instance is created and how it is then
passed through the system. Since several new aliases can be
created for each alias, the aliases of an instance form a tree.
Each alias is bound to its creator, a method activation.
By creator we understand the activation in which the alias
is first visible. For example, when passing an object as argument, the argument alias is created in the activation which
handles the message received (rather than the activation in
which the message was sent). The same holds for return
values: the alias of a return value is created in the activation
to which the object is returned.
The rationale is that aliases should belong to the activation in which an object becomes visible. Aliases of arguments, return values and temporary variables are only visible in the activation where they are created whereas field
aliases may be accessed in other activations as well.
Special kinds of aliases include field and global aliases,
as they additionally carry information about the evolution
of the program’s state. Field and global aliases point via
their predecessor to the alias which was stored in the field
before the assignment. The impact on our model is that it
is capable of capturing the full history of the state evolution
of objects. The predecessor reference enables backtracking
of the state of objects to any point in the past.
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Applications

(1)
(2)

We envision that our model has an impact both on reverse engineering and on forward engineering. In this section we describe three application examples that make use
of the data captured in our model.
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Relating Object Flows to Static
Structure

• We can check whether the path of the objects is what
is expected.
• We can identify which classes play a primary role in
the runtime object flow.
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Figure 2. Example of several object flows
mapped to a class hierarchy.
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Figure 3. Example of object flow visualization
of an instance.

our visualization tool [14] allows us to interactively get this
information by moving the mouse over an alias.
The rightmost path shows that the object is passed as
return value through (5) and (6) and is then stored in a field
(7). Finally the object is passed by argument (8).
We also map metrics to the shape of the boxes in the
diagrams [12]. We map the number of messages sent to
the alias to the width of a box, and we map the number of
messages sent from this alias to other objects to the height.
In our example, the field alias (2) is wide which means that
many messages have been sent to that alias. On the other
hand, the alias (7) has a rather tall shape which means it
sent more messages to other object than it received.
This visualization offers useful information regarding
how the instance interacted with other objects during its life
cycle. From the visualization of Figure 3 we can for example understand the following usage scenario of the instance:
in a first stage it is set up, then it is passed around but is
never used, and in the last stage, the object is used and itself
interacts with other objects.

3.3
3.2

field alias
argument alias

(8)

The most straightforward application is relating the dynamic information to the static information. Figure 2 shows
the hierarchy of the Smalltalk Squeak bytecode compiler
[16], and on top of it we show how the aliases have traveled through the system at runtime. We emphasize in red
the aliases of the particular instance that is the focus of our
attention.
We envision several usages of such views. For example
with such a view:

Legend

Object-centric Debugging

Characterizing Object Flows

Another application is to reason how a certain instance is
aliased within the system. We are working on a simple visualization that captures the flow of an object by displaying
a tree of aliases.
Figure 3 shows the same instance as in Figure 2, only
now we emphasize the different kinds of aliases of this object using distinct colors.
Thus, the initial alias (1) is assigned to the field (2). The
following six sequences of yellow and blue aliases (3-4)
show that the instance is passed six times as argument to
other objects in which it is then stored in a field. If we
want to see in which class and method an alias is created,

Another application area is debugging. In objectoriented programming, the understanding of problems is
often complicated due to the temporal and spatial gap between the root cause and the effect of errors.
Figure 4 illustrates an example execution trace of a program. While the cause of the bug is introduced at the beginning of the execution, the effect occurs later (temporal
gap). Figure 4 also shows the execution stack at the point
when the error occurred. This is the typical view of a debugger showing the method activation in which the bug is
manifested. The location of the cause of the bug, however,
is hidden because objects have been passed around during
execution (spatial gap).
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Figure 4. Example of how the cause of a bug
can be outside the current stack.

By means of fields the flow of an object can bridge the
linear sequence of method executions. With red we illustrate the flow of an object relative to the same program execution. While the object is first passed along with the execution trace, its path later diverges and jumps to distant
branches of the tree.
This example illustrates how changes to the software
system which modify the behavior of objects may have unexpected effects at distant locations in the program execution. Therefore, to connect the cause and the effect of errors
we need to trace the flow of objects. This will support the
developer in finding errors by allowing him to follow incorrectly behaving objects back along their path. We call this
approach object-centric debugging.

4

Implementation

We have implemented the model extractor in Squeak, a
Smalltalk dialect. Since instrumenting method activation
and field access would not allow us to trace the flow of objects precisely enough, we also keep track of aliases at runtime. That is, during the program execution we actually instantiate for each reference an alias object. The alias objects
then act as proxies which trap message sends and forward
them to the object.
The instrumentation of the target program happens in
two phases. In the first phase the relevant part of the class
hierarchy is replicated to facilitate scoping the effects of the
instrumentation (i.e., the classes are copied and the class
hierarchy is reconstructed). This is necessary because we
also want to instrument core libraries such as the class Array which is used by other parts of the system.
In the second phase the classes are instrumented by annotating the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the methods. This

means that our approach does not rely on source code modification but rather operates on a more abstract level. The
instrumentations modify for example field assignment. In
this case the assignment is replaced with bytecode which
instantiates a new field alias, sets its ancestor (and predecessor reference if appropriate) and eventually stores it in
the actual field.
The performance overhead of the current prototype implementation is around a factor of 10. However, we have
not yet done any performance optimization, and we expect
to improve the performance in the future. We plan to push
aliases down one level into the VM. The responsibility of
aliases (capturing a specific reference to an object) can be
implemented at this level much more efficiently. Instead
of instantiating new alias objects, the indirection can be
achieved by using a table which maps object pointers.

5

Related work

Dynamic analysis covers a number of techniques for analyzing information gathered while running the program
[2, 6]. Many techniques focus on analyzing the program
as a sequence of method executions [11, 20].
To better understand object-oriented program behavior
various approaches have extended method traces. As an example, Gschwind et al. illustrate object interactions taking
arguments into account [7] and De Pauw et al. exploit visualization techniques to present instance creation events [3].
These approaches extend method traces with some additional information. In contrast, our approach is much more
radical as it proposes a new model which is centered around
objects, capturing object aliasing, a key characteristic of
object-orientation.
Most approaches of dynamic analysis in the context of
object-orientation primarily analyze the program’s execution behavior rather than the structure of its object relationships. An exception is Super-Jinsight, which visualizes object reference patterns to detect memory leaks [4], and the
visualizations of ownership-trees proposed by Hill et al. to
show the encapsulation structure of objects [8].
Those two approaches are based on snapshots whereas
our model has an explicit notion of the evolution of objects:
on one hand the object flow, and on the other the object history. Another practical advantage and difference to the two
approaches mentioned above is that we do not only show
how objects are referenced and how references evolve, but
that we also combine this information with method traces.
Backward-in-time debuggers [9, 13] allow one to navigate back in the history program execution. Those debuggers capture the full execution and object history and like
this allow the user to inspect any intermediate state of the
program. Although some navigation facilities are provided,

the notion of how objects flow through the system is missing
because the event-based tracing approaches do not provide
complete information about the flows.

6

Conclusions

Dynamic information contains valuable information
about how the systems works at runtime. Most of the approaches to analyze dynamic information use a trace-based
view. However, in the case of object-oriented programs, the
trace needs to be complemented with a view of how objects
are referenced and passed around in the system.
In this paper, we present a novel approach in which we
capture object references and explicitly model them as first
class entities (i.e., aliases). In our model we distinguish between several types of aliases and we build a meta-model
that incorporates static information, trace information, and
object flow information.
We have chosen to build our prototype implementation
in Squeak because of the flexible nature of Squeak’s environment. Until now, we have performed several case studies
to test the scalability. Even though we witness a factor of 10
of slowdown, we are optimistic to improve the performance
by adding support for aliases to the VM.
We foresee that this model opens new research tracks
both from a reverse engineering perspective and from a forward engineering perspective. We have listed three examples of our work in progress, namely: (1) relating object
flow to static structure, (2) characterizing objects based on
the objects flows, and (3) object-centric debugging.
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